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Objective: To develop a modeling framework that integrates data on boater
movements and lake-level sampling to better understand the presence and
spread of AIS.
Biological Process Model: Assumptions and Features
The presence-absence of AIS will depend on lake connectivity and habitat
suitability.
New infestations arise solely from boats that come from previously
infested lakes.
Boater traffic is constant over time and well approximated by boater
movement data collected by the MN DNR (Kao et al. 2021).
Observation Models: Assumptions and Features:
We are more likely to sample lakes where AIS is present (our sampling
effort is biased)
We observe presence imperfectly (even if AIS is present, we may fail to
detect it when we sample a lake).
Our probability of detecting AIS presence will depend on our sampling
effort within a lake.
Data:

Process Model
Probability lake
(“eta”):

transitions from AIS absent to AIS present in year t,
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(“psi”) = the probability a boat coming into lake i from an infested lake
during year t results in AIS establishment. Ψ will depend on a lake’s
habitat suitability and will vary across years (e.g., due to changes in
enforcement, education, etc).
Habitat suitability is influenced by a lake’s size and average secchi depth
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is the number of boats arriving from infected lakes.
Ψi,t

We are developing a
modeling framework
that integrates
data on boater
movements and lakelevel sampling to
better understand
factors driving the
presence and spread
of AIS.
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Preliminary Results: Eurasian watermilfoil
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95% CI

Current Status

0.048

(0.046, 0.05)
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Not infested

Sample-selection bias

MNDNR boater survey data (to quantify lake connectivity)
Point-intercept sampling data (to inform AIS presence and sampling bias)
Citizen science data (will be considered in the future)
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